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Abstract 
An analysis of the rainfall of the Eastern Northeast Brazil (ENEB) during the period from April to 
June and the processes of ocean-atmosphere interaction were performed during different epi-
sodes of Sea Surface Temperature (SST) inter-hemispheric gradient of Atlantic tropical (GRAD). 
For this, we used a dataset covering the 1981 to 2010 period, composed by: monthly data of accu-
mulated precipitation of the Global Precipitation Climatology Project (GPCP); surface fluxes ob-
tained from reanalysis of the National Center for Environmental Prediction (NCEP); vertically in-
tegrated moisture flux divergence of the global model of European Centre for Medium Range Fo-
recasting (ECMWF) reanalysis; SST data from the NCEP. Seven GRAD_S (southward SST gradient in 
the intertropical Atlantic) and five GRAD_N (northward SST gradient in the intertropical Atlantic) 
were selected. When the South Atlantic Ocean is warmer, the oceanic and atmospheric conditions 
are favorable to higher monthly precipitation near to the ENEB. We also observed a pronounced 
moisture convergence over parts of the ENEB during both, GRAD_S and GRAD_N episodes. The 
weather phenomena that operates remotely amplifying or inhibiting the rain also helps the rainy 
season; however, it appears that the contribution was greater than the spatial distribution of 
rainfall intensity. 
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1. Introduction 
The fluxes of heat, momentum and moisture are very important for the development of atmospheric and oceanic 
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circulations; any significant variation in these fluxes directly affects the circulation and precipitation systems in 
a given region [1]. The pattern of Sea Surface Temperature Anomaly (SSTA) in the North and South Atlantic, 
which reflect the occurrence of precipitation anomalies in the Northeast of Brazil (NEB), shows the importance 
of coupling in the ocean-atmosphere interface. In this sense, the variability of Sea Surface Temperature (SST) 
causes changes in the pattern of atmospheric circulation and therefore, the behavior of the large scale weather 
systems responsible for the precipitation over Northern NEB [2] [3]. 

The NEB presents different types of climate, the annual precipitation range from 300 mm in semi-arid region 
to 2000 mm on the coast. The dynamic of the meteorological systems operating in the Northeast were reviewed 
by [4]. In Northern NEB (NNEB), the higher values of precipitation are due to the Atlantic Intertropical Con-
vergence Zone (ITCZ), which has its climatologically position further South around 4˚S in March and April, and 
further North around 10˚N - 14˚N in August-September [5]. In the eastern (ENEB), region of interest in this 
study, the precipitation occurrence is modulated by easterly wave disturbance (EWD) [6]-[10] with maximum 
activity between May and July 

Besides EWD, frontal systems moving from middle latitudes are also observed, especially in the Southern 
part of the NEB [11], as well as high level cyclonic vortices [12]. 

The interannual variability of NEB precipitation has been the focus of studies for the last decades. Thus, dry 
or rainy years have been related to inter annual variability associated with the El-Niño-Southern oscillation 
(ENSO) phenomena. In addition, the SST inter-hemispheric Gradient of Atlantic (GRAD) can influence the pre-
cipitation over the NEB, including intensifying or inhibiting the ENSO effects [13]. The simultaneous occur-
rence of these two phenomena has been investigated [2] [13]-[18]. In some cases, the influence of the Atlantic 
(mainly the South Atlantic Basin) in the NNEB precipitation is more relevant than the SST of Pacific [16]. The 
variability in the South Atlantic Ocean (SAO) has been under discussion, since no relation with the North Atlan-
tic Oscillation (NAO) and only a weak relation with ENSO have been reported by some authors [19]. 

Most of the studies highlight the NNEB in relation to the adjacent oceans analyzing the ITCZ, weather system 
that determines the rainy season of this region. However, there is an increasing interest in understanding the dy-
namic of precipitation occurrence in the ENEB region [10]-[20] [21], since it is in this region that most of the 
NEB population is concentrated and in where the most extreme precipitation events occur in the region [22]. In 
this study the main objective is to analyze the precipitation in ENEB from April to June and the processes of 
ocean-atmosphere interaction, mainly the episodes of GRAD_S.  

One of the motivations to study the Atlantic GRAD_S is seen in [23], which identified through analysis va-
riance (ANOVA) significant evidence concerning the different phases of the tropical Atlantic, in relation of the 
precipitation in ENEB at a significance level of 5%, mainly in GRAD_S that was associated with precipitation 
excess, unlike other phases that showed no significant variability. However, in the study of [23] and the adjusted 
ANOVA model was used specific temporal rainfall series in ENEB. In this study we propose to verify the spa-
tial distribution of precipitation across the Eastern region that also showed significant volumes during episodes 
of GRAD_S, as well as verifying if atmospheric and oceanic conditions favored the excess of precipitation di-
agnosed by [23]. 

2. Data and Methodology 
2.1. Data 
Monthly precipitation data were used from 1981 to 2010, from the Global Precipitation Climatology Project 
(GPCP) of the World Climate Research Programme (WCRP), which aim to quantify the distribution of global 
precipitation [24]. The GPCP uses information from polar orbit satellites, geostationary and observed data. Fi-
nally, the dataset is disposed in a regular grid with a spacing of 0.5˚ × 0.5˚. The period from 1981 to 2010 was 
chosen for representing the most updated climatological series for precipitation. 

The fluxes fields at surface were obtained from the reanalysis [25] of National Center for Environmental Pre-
diction (NCEP). We used the monthly averages, which are provided in a regular grid of 2.5˚ × 2.5˚, for the pe-
riod of 1982-2012.  

The fields of vertically integrated moisture fluxes are from reanalyzes of the global European Centre for Me-
dium-Range Weather Forecasts Interim Re-Analysis (ERA-Interim) model [26], also for the period from 1982 to 
2012, disposed in a grid of 1.5˚ × 1.5˚ latitude by longitude. 

The SST data were obtained from NCEP [27] for areas located North (5˚N - 20˚N, 60˚W - 30˚W) and South 
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(0˚S - 20˚S, 30˚W - 10˚E) of the Tropical Atlantic (http://www.cpc.ncep.noaa.gov/data/indices/). Figure 1 show 
the areas of study, which will be highlighted along the results. 

The ENEB shows around 60% of annual precipitation concentrated in the period from April to June, [28]. In 
Figure 2, it is possible to observe the monthly time series of ENEB precipitation of GCPC, for the period from 
1981 to 2011. The GCPC data are in accordance with [28], with 56.9% of the annual rainfall in the region occurs 
in April-May-June (AMJ) quarter. 
 

 
(a)                                        (b) 

Figure 1. Areas of study. On the left (a) it shows the Atlantic region, and on the right (b), the 
Eastern coast of the NEB.                                                                

 

 
Figure 2. Percentage of monthly precipitation in relation to the annual total for 
ENEB, with data from GCPC.                                         

http://www.cpc.ncep.noaa.gov/data/indices/
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2.2. Methodology 
2.2.1. Selection of Anomalous Years of the Atlantic Ocean 
In order to identify the anomalous years in the Atlantic Ocean we used the same criterion applied by [13]. They 
identified years of GRAD_N Atlantic those that showed simultaneously positive anomalies of SST in the North 
Atlantic and negative anomalies in the South Atlantic during the months from February to April (FMA). For 
GRAD_S, the anomalies of SST for the south are positive and negative to the North. Besides the FMA months, 
therefore GRAD manifests from February, but establishes in MAM (March to May), [13]. The months May and 
June are also analyzed regarding the presence of GRAD_S, due being rainy months of ENEB. 

From this criterion, GRAD_S episodes were 1984, 1986, 1989, 1991, 1994, 2008 and 2009, while the 
GRAD_N episodes were 1983, 1992, 1997, 2004 and 2005. From these, the composites of AMJ periods of pre-
cipitation anomalies were calculated, as well as the total heat flux at the surface, the flux of latent and sensitive 
heat, and the divergence for both episodes, GRAD_S and GRAD_N. 

2.2.2. Heat Balance on the Surface 
The heat flux at surface represents how much energy coming from the Sun (shortwave) was partitioned among 
the sensible and latent flux, and the part that returned to space (long waves), then the balance was calculated by 
the Equation (1) as suggest by [19]: 

Ht QS QN LE SH= + + +                                  (1) 

where: QS is the short wave incident radiation; QN is the long wave radiation emanating from the surface; LE is 
the latent heat flux by the surface due to the evaporation and SH is the sensible heat flux. The units are W·m−2. 

The Moisture Fluxes was evaluated between the surface and the 700 hPa layer.  
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where: Qt—total moisture flux; g—the acceleration of gravity (≈ 9.8 m/s2); q—specific humidity; p—pressure; 
V is the magnitude of the wind; p1 and p0 represent the pressure at 700 hPa and the surface, respectively [29]. 

The moisture flux divergence (kg·m−2s−1) will be evaluated by the Equation:  
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The moisture flux was calculated by multiplying the average value of a by the area, that is in kg·s−1 

. . . .tQ ndL = Q dA = Q dA = Q A∇ ∇ ∇∫ ∫∫
   





                        (4) 

where: n  is the normal vector to the vertical faces; dL is the lateral boundary length, described by the projec-
tion of the vertical faces of the area, in the horizontal plane; A is the area of 5˚ × 1.2˚ latitude and longitude (5˚S 
- 10˚S; 36˚W - 34.8˚W);  is the average in area A. 

3. Result and Discussion 
3.1. Anomalies of Precipitation 
During the years of Tropical Atlantic GRAD_S, the ENEB showed excess of precipitation in relation to the cli-
matology, except for the years 1991 and 2008, which showed rainfall deficit in the North and South coast, re-
spectively. The year 1991 presented above the normal rainfall patterns for AMJ, only in the coast of Pernambu-
co, south of Sergipe and northern and eastern Bahia. In 2008, the precipitation excesses were more evident 
compared to the ones observed in 1991. However, most part of the states of Bahia, Alagoas and Sergipe, east of 
Pernambuco and Paraíba also registered deficit of precipitation. 
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The variability in precipitation over the NEB is influenced by the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans, studies (e.g., 
[30]) showed this influence is mainly in GRAD area, although [17] had shown that simultaneous event of ENSO 
and significant SSTAs in the Atlantic contributed to increase or decrease the anomalies of precipitation. The 
SST anomalies of the same sign in ATS and eastern Pacific decreased the intensity of precipitation in NEB. 
Since 1991 was the year of strong El-Niño [31], and its can explain the negative anomalies of precipitation in 
this episode (Figure not shown) in most part of NEB. During the 1991 episode, the water vapor given by the 
ocean near the east coast of Brazil was lower compared to the other years studied, not supplying the atmosphere 
with water vapor and therefore inhibiting the precipitation in some areas of the region. 

Figure 3 shows indeed rainfall excess during episodes of GRAD_S, as well as FMA in northern NEB. De- 
spite ITCZ remaining in climatologically position further south during the episodes, contributing for the total 
rainfall at the beginning of ENEB rainy season (more precisely in the months of April and May), the easterly 
wave disturbances are also responsible for the quantity of rain until August, when ITCZ is already in a further 
North position. The EWD that possibly reached the Eastern region were strengthened to get closer to the coast. 
The oceanic region next to the east coast of the NEB on average, show favorable conditions for the occurrence 
of above the normal rainfall patterns for the period. 

3.2. Heat Balance on the Surface 
The heat balance on the surface involves incident shortwave radiation, long wave radiation emitted, latent and 
sensible heat, the sum of these energies precisely represents exchanges of energy in the ocean-atmosphere inter-
face [19]. However, in this study, it will highlight the sum of the energies and latent energy. 

During the GRAD_S an abnormal heat is generally observed in most part of the southern tropical Atlantic ba-
sin. This behavior represents more thermal energy being transferred to the atmosphere as well as more water 
vapor being removed from the ocean. Once the wind field shows favorable conditions, this humidity may feed 
the systems that cause precipitation in the region in this period, such as the wave easterly disturbances, which 
are more usual during the AMJ in ENEB. 

In the oceanic region next to the east of the NEB, a negative balance of heat on the surface can be observed, 
except for the year of 2008. These conditions allow us to state that the oceanic surface layer next to the coast  
 

 
Figure 3. Standard precipitation anomalies in a) GRAD_S and b) GRAD_N episodes in NEB. 
Negative deviations (positive) of precipitation are represented by dashed lines (grayscale).     
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remained, on average, warmer than normal during the trimester, nourishing of moisture EWD that reached the 
coast during the selected years. 

Some regions with surplus of heat on the surface are observed between 5˚S - 10˚S and 0˚W - 25˚W over the 
Atlantic are highlighted when the episodes individually verified (Figure not shown), these small areas can be 
associated with the easterly waves, the persistence of events during the trimester may reflect to abnormality on 
these regions. 

Figure 4, a negative balance of heat layer is observed between the equator and 10˚N, this region of strong la-
tent heat release is a reflection of the presence of the ITCZ. During the AMJ period, this system is displaced to 
the Hemisphere of Summer depending on the weather. However, in years of GRAD_S, Figure 4(a) (GRAD_N, 
Figure 4(b)), studies have reported that the ITCZ remains longer in its position further south (north) influencing 
the rainy season of the North and Northeast region of Brazil. However, the remaining further south influences 
the Northern sector of ENEB at the beginning of rainy season, more precisely in April. In the other months (May 
and June) precipitation has occurred, mainly by EWD and remnants of frontal systems. 

The anomalies of latent heat (Figure 5) next to the ENEB also agree with balance of power debated in Figure 
4; coastal strip showed anomalies of latent energy below (above) the normal during the rainy seasons of year 
GRAD_S (GRAD_N) of Tropical Atlantic. Otherwise, over the continental region, areas with positive (negative) 
anomalies of latent energy, showing that the atmosphere lost more (less) energy than normal through the release 
of latent heat of condensation of water vapor as verified in the analysis of precipitation occurrence above (below) 
normal over the continent during episodes of GRAD_S (GRAD_N), Figure 3(a) (Figure 3(b)). In 1991 and 
2008, negative anomalies of latent heat were observed, however they were seen in the North coast and far from 
ENEB coast, respectively. 
 

 
(a)                                                   (b) 

Figure 4. Total heat flux anomalies for the years of a) GRAD_S and b) GRAD_N of Tropical Atlantic in W·m−2. 
Negative deviation (positive) is with dashed lines and grayscale Gray (continuous line).                          

 

 
(a)                                                   (b) 

Figure 5. Anomaly of latent heat flux in the years of a) GRAD_S and b) GRAD_N of Tropical Atlantic in the unity 
W·m−2. Negative deviations (positive) are with dashed lines and grayscale (continuous line).                      
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3.3. Moisture Flux Vertically Integrated 
The layer between the surface and 700 hPa has the most part of humidity from the air in the atmosphere, dimi-
nishing considerably with height. Figure 6 shows water vapor anomalies and respective anomalous flux at lower 
levels of the atmosphere. The prevalence of abnormalities in ENEB flux is from Northeast/North (south-
east/south) during the GRAD_S (GRAD_N). This behavior is reflected in the region of Hadley circulation con-
fluence displaced to the south (North) of the Equator, favoring (disfavoring) appropriate conditions for precipi-
tation over the region. Similar results were observed by [32] for 1985 and for the FMA period. In addition, the 
pattern GRAD_S (GRAD_N) provides more (less) water vapor to the atmosphere, positive (negative) anomalies 
in all NEB are observed. 

3.4. Divergence Vertically Integrated of Moisture Flux 
The convergence at low levels, for continuous waves, generates upward vertical movements, favoring the de-
velopment of clouds and, consequently, the given precipitation due to the availability of moisture. However, the 
GRAD_S and GRAD_N episodes enhance or inhibit these dynamic effects in the region, making the rainy pe-
riods more or less intense [32] 

The Southern portion of ENEB in both patterns of the tropical Atlantic is observed the divergence in the first 
layers of the atmosphere. The further North portion of the region experiences changes as in the intensity as the 
location of divergence, it is observed that it is intense on the coast of Bahia in both patterns, however in GRAD_ 
N the values are more intense. During the GRAD_S, the region that shows convergence of moisture flux covers 
the entire range of 9˚S toward the equator over the NEB. When the pattern is contrary, the region of conver-
gence decreases slightly further North, mainly on the coast. 

Despite the North region and the east part of the NEB provide moisture convergence (Figure 6) in both pat-
terns of SST of the Atlantic (GRAD_S and GRAD_N), the occurrence of precipitation depends on the availabil-
ity of water vapor (Figure 5) in the atmosphere, and this behavior was observed during the GRAD_S (GRAD_ 
N), where positive anomalies (negative) of water vapor were observed in most part of NEB. 

Finally, Figure 7 provides the calculated moisture flux, which was multiplied by the divergence average val-
ue by the ENEB area. The convergence values explain the precipitation excesses that on average are observed in 
the coast of ENEB, mainly during episodes of GRAD_S (−162.6 × 10−9 kg·s−1), showing importation of relative 
humidity above 50% of the value shown in GRAD_N (−58.2 × 10−9 kg·s−1). The water vapor found in the first  
 

 
Figure 6. Flux anomalies vertically integrated between the surface and 700 hPa of a) GRAD_S and b) 
GRAD_N episodes.                                                                    
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(a)                                         (b) 

Figure 7. Moisture flux divergence vertically integrated (109 kg·s−1) during episodes of a) GRAD_S and 
b) GRAD_N. The positive (negative) values show divergence (convergence) of moisture and they are 
highlighted in shades of gray (in dashed line).                                                 

 
layers of the atmosphere in ENEB is imported from the oceanic region as rule. Despite the wave adjustment not 
to be carried out in this study, the results were satisfactory to explain the precipitation anomalies above normal 
during the GRAD_S in the region ENEB, during the rainy season. 

4. Conclusions 
The results showed the importance of ocean-atmosphere interaction in the South Atlantic for precipitation in 
ENEB. It can be seen that small variations in SST cause strong influences on the flux between the ocean and 
atmosphere causing impact on weather systems that operate in the region during rainy season.  

During episodes where the South Atlantic Ocean was warmer, oceanic and atmospheric favorable conditions 
were observed, favorable to change in the distribution and volume of precipitation, and inclusive next to the east 
coast, which supposedly intensified the weather systems that reached the coast. 

In this observational study, it can be concluded that the ocean-atmosphere interaction present in the Tropical 
South Atlantic favors the deviations in rainfall in ENEB. The weather phenomena that operates remotely ampli-
fying or inhibiting the rain also helps the rainy season; however, it appears that the contribution is greater than 
the spatial distribution of rainfall intensity. In 1991 and 2008 episodes (El Niño and La Niña, respectively), 
years in which the Pacific Ocean showed the SST anomalies, above normal precipitation were seen on the east 
coast of NEB; however only the spatial distribution of these precipitation anomalies was affected. 

We can also observe that the moisture convergence over the ENEB region in both Atlantic SST patterns 
(GRAD_S and GRAD_N). However, the occurrence of precipitation depends on the availability of water vapor, 
situation that depends on the conditions of the oceans, the main source of moisture for the NEB region. 
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